Coffee Lectures
Unitobler+ interdisciplinary
News and useful information about research in the humanities.

Crowdsourcing in Cultural Studies
A workshop report on the Citizen Science project on the Swiss Sculpture Exhibition at the Institute of Art History. The website [https://publics-arts.ch](https://publics-arts.ch), which was specifically designed for this purpose, collects submissions on the history of this exhibition.

Tuesday, October 3, 2023 – Library Mittelstrasse 43, Group room 022
Dr. Yvonne Schweizer (Project coordinator, IKG, University of Bern)

Open Science with Creative Commons Licences
With CC licenses, you determine how your texts can be used: Do you only grant reading rights or do you make your publications available for further research in the sense of open science? Last but not least, the licence determines whether funding is granted.

Tuesday, October 17, 2023 - Walter Benjamin Kolleg (Unitobler)
Dr. Elio Pellin (UB Bern, Open Science Team)

ChatGPT as a support for academic writing?
ChatGPT handles writing tasks on a high linguistic level – but does this also apply to scholarly texts in the humanities? This Coffee Lecture discusses potentials and limitations of the tool.

Tuesday, October 31, 2023 - Walter Benjamin Kolleg (Unitobler)
Dr. Rebecca Iseli und Gesche Gerdes (UB Bern, Writing Guidance)

Plagiarism check with PlagScan
The PlagScan software helps to prevent plagiarism. Employees of the University of Bern can check their own work and that of students for plagiarism. But what should be considered when evaluating the test report?

Tuesday, November 7, 2023 - Walter Benjamin Kolleg (Unitobler)
Monika Beutler (UB Bern, Scientific librarian)

Funding for Gold Open Access Publications at Bern University Library
Where can I get support for paying OA publication costs (APC, BPC, BCPC)? How does support for Read-and-Publish funding work? How can the OA Publication Fund support you?

Tuesday, December 5, 2023 - Institute of History, Room B021
Nives Korrodi (UB Bern, Open Science Team)

The CAS/MAS ALIS as a professional perspective for university graduates
The continuing education programme in archives, library and information science at the Universities of Bern and Lausanne will be presented by the director of studies.

Tuesday, December 12, 2023 - Walter Benjamin Kolleg (Unitobler)
Amélie Vallotton Preisig (Director of studies CAS/MAS ALIS)
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